
At Whitecote we are very proud of the relationships
our staff members have with our families, and the

constant determination they have to make sure each
child has their needs met. In the past few weeks it has

been noted that some encounters have become
challenging and inappropriate. We want to make sure

that we continue our good relationships with our
families so please make sure all your interactions with

staff are positive. 

R Apple - Archie G - You always participate in
discussions and answer in long detailed sentences!
Well done! 

3 SPRUCE — Braydon M - You are always trying to
answer questions, in clear, full sentences, in every
lesson we learn. Well done!

5 CHESTNUT — Freya M - You always contribute to
lessons and ensure you use full sentences, well
done!

5 ELM — Rio B - You’ve made a massive effort to
answer in full sentences in all your lessons. Well
done Rio!

6 CEDAR — Olivia Z - You are using new vocabulary
when explaining your answers in sentences

6 OAK— Samko K - You answered lots of questions
in full sentences.

Inspire - I will answer questions in full
sentences.

 R Pear - Nancy S - You have given some brilliant full
sentence answers during our Phonics sessions. Well
done Nancy!

1 LAVENDER— Lexi C - You always answer questions
in full sentences.

1 ROSE— Brooke W - You always try your hardest to
answer in sentences. Well done!

2 WILLOW — Logan-Clarke B - You have been
answering in full sentences in maths, using your
maths vocabulary.

2 HAZEL— Maisie W - You have been trying really
hard to answer questions in full sentences.

3 YEW— Bonnie-Leigh H - You contribute great
ideas to class discussions and put a lot of detail into
your answers. Well done!

4 ASH— Chace W - You always try to contribute to
class discussions by answering in full sentences.
Keep it up!

4 BEECH — Darcie-Leigh M - You have explained
your answers in full sentences.
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On Tuesday 17 October we have the NHS team coming
to school to complete the year six health check, this is
completed independently and school are simply the
hosts for the NHS staff, here is the link to the flyer with
more information on what the check covers and how

to opt out if you wish.  health-screening.pdf
(primarysite-prod-sorted.s3.amazonaws.com)

Parent and staff communicationParent and staff communication  

https://primarysite-prod-sorted.s3.amazonaws.com/whitecote-primary-school/UploadedDocument/8f508ec5-f50d-40fd-b314-268ccfcb3e94/health-screening.pdf


Last week KS2 visited Bramley St Peter's Church for our Harvest Festival assembly.
We learned the importance of harvest and why we need to be thankful for it. 

We explored the message of how one small seed can grow into something big.
We would like to thank everyone for their harvest donations to Bramley Carebears! 

INC Winners’ AssemblyINC Winners’ Assembly
We would like to remind all parents that we hold

INC assemblies on Monday at Tuesday afternoons.
They start at 2:30 and everyone is always welcome

to them.


